In two sessions, separated by 7 days, subjects imagined themselves performing a tracking task under a massed practice schedule. After conditions of interpolated rest and no-rest, which were counterbalanced across sessions, subjects actually performed the tracking task. During imagery practice, subjects verbally reported the temporal component of the task. The temporal accuracy of verbal reports varied widely across subjects, but not within subjects. Furthermore, a performance gain was demonstrated as a function of interpolated rest versus no-rest (reminiscence effect). Finally, the accuracy of verbal reports predicted imagery aftereffects, but not reminiscence effects.
Based on the demonstration that a similar pattern of temporal reports was obtained from subjects during actual and imaged responses (Decety, 1993; Decety, Jeannerod, & Prablanc, 1989; Decety & Michel, 1989) , Decety (1993) and Decety and Ingvar (1990) have proposed that actual and imaged responses share neural mechanisms responsible for controlling absolute timing in motor control. Specifically, Decety and colleagues have hypothesized
